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INTRODUCTION
Are you sensitive to the energy of
other people?
Do you find yourself wanting to
avoid certain social situations
because it drains you?
Do you get physically ill or feel the
pain of others?
These are signs that you are an
empath, aka clairsentient, or a highly
sensitive person.
You can learn to ground yourself and
protect your energetic boundaries so
that you don't take on any negative
energy from the people around you.

I've created this guide for people like us,
to empower you and help you feel safer,
and more supported in your daily life.
As an empath and energy worker, I have
felt those impacts on me personally in the
past, before I learned how to properly
ground and protect my energy.
Ideally, you would do this ritual every
morning upon waking and/or
whenever you feel like you need extra
protection (such as going into a
meeting, standing in a crowd, being
surrounded by high-energy people).
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Grounding & Protection Ritual
Know that love always comes through!

1

Stand up with feet firmly planted on the
ground. Breathe in.

Imagine strong roots going from your feet through the
crust of the earth all the way to the core. Imagine the
power of the earth’s core coming up through the
roots, into your feet and up into your entire body.
Breathe out.

2

Breathe In.
Visualize white light pouring into the crown of your
head from the heaven/sky/universe above. Watch it
travel through your entire body.
Breathe out.

3

Breathe in again.
Imagine the earth energy and the spiritual energy
mixing as one. As you breathe out, imagine this
energy surrounding you in a big protective bubble.
Imagine yourself surrounded in white light.

4

You are now grounded & protected!
Do this every morning ideally upon waking.
If your thoughts, stress, anxiety, or negativity start
to overwhelm you, you can do the above exercise
to center yourself again.
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More Tools for Energetic
Protection
To quickly protect yourself, just imagine white
light surrounding you. You can also imagine
yourself surrounded by glass or a metal suit of
armor.

For an extra layer of protection:
• Imagine yourself surrounded by mirrors like a
suit of armor.
• Ask ArchAngel Michael for protection at any
time. He has a blue light of protection.

Tips for Physical Protection
• Cross your arms. Protect your solar plexus
chakra where your soul resides.
• Do not sit or stand directly in front of the
person. Move off to the side.
• If you can, put something between you and the
other person like a desk or kitchen
island so you literally have a barrier between
you.
• Know when to walk away or when to end a
relationship.
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Cleansing Your Energy
After Any Encounter Where You Feel “Off”
• Wash your hands.
• Take a bath with Epsom salts.
• Cut the cords. Note that cords of love are never broken.

Before Bedtime
Choose any of the methods below and find what works for you.
Ask that all of your energy be sent back
to you. Ask that it be transmuted
(cleaned) into love. Ask that anyone
else’s energy be sent back to them and
that it be transmuted.
Imagine shards of glass being taken out
of you.
Imagine all of your chakras being
vacuumed out and filled with white light.
Ask ArchAngel Michael to use his sword
to cut the cords.

For more information about energy
healing, Reiki, and Angel
communication please visit
www.catherineglastal.com
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